From Mark Kurlansky, the bestselling author of Cod, Salt, Birdseye, and Paper—the illuminating story of an ancient and enigmatic people:

Straddling a small corner of Spain and France in a land that is marked on no maps except their own, the Basques are a puzzling contradiction— they are Europe’s oldest nation without ever having been a country. No one has ever been able to determine their origins, and even the Basque language, Euskera— the most ancient in Europe— is related to none other on earth. For centuries, their influence has been felt in nearly every realm, from religion to sports to commerce. Even today, the Basques are enjoying what may be the most important cultural renaissance in their long existence, as displayed by new cookbooks like chefs Alexandra Raij and Eder Monteros’ The Basque Book and restaurateur Jose Pizarro’s Basque.

Mark Kurlansky’s passion for the Basque people and his exuberant eye for detail shine throughout this fascinating book. Like Cod, The Basque History of the World, blends human stories with economic, political, literary, and culinary history into a rich and heroic tale. Among the Basques’ greatest accomplishments:

- **Exploration**—the first man to circumnavigate the globe, Juan Sebastian de Elcano, was a Basque and the Basques were the second Europeans, after the Vikings, in North America.
- **Gastronomy and agriculture**—they were the first Europeans to eat corn and chili peppers and cultivate tobacco, and were among the first to use chocolate.
- **Religion**—Ignatius Loyola, a Basque, founded the Jesuit religious order.
- **Business and politics**—they introduced capitalism and modern commercial banking to southern Europe.
- **Recreation**—they invented beach resorts, jai alai, and racing regattas, and were the first Europeans to play sports with balls.

“A delectable portrait of an uncanny, indomitable nation.” – Newsday

“Exciting, Illuminating, and thought provoking.” – The Boston Globe

Entertaining and instructive… [Kurlansky’s] approach is unorthodox, mixing history with anecdotes, poems with recipes.” – The New York Times Book Review

The author is an entertaining story teller, peppering the chapters with recipes for classical dishes that reflect Basque history, from the famous cod whose sauce arises from the cod itself to the elusive baby eels. There’s a bit of recycling here, as others mentioned, from earlier works like Cod but that’s inevitable given the subject matter. The daunting overview of the sweep of Basque history, over 3000 years that is known, is accomplished with great competency. Little known tidbits about this enigmatic people are nicely expounded upon, such as the fact that the Basques likely and regularly crossed the North Atlantic in pursuit of cod and whales before Columbus’ fateful journey and that they were pioneers of iron manufactury at the birth of the industrial age. The problem is that the work often comes across as an apologia for some of the darker elements of recent Basque history. The author can’t seem to help himself but blend in bits of his own politics (decidedly Left) giving a pass to enlightened leftist revolutionary & radical trends in the Basque nationalist movement and uses labels of Right and Left in the 21st century context for movements and personages of the 19th and early 20th conflicting matters that unfortunately mislead. Discussions of the Civil War and its aftermath are unavoidable and its here where the author unfortunately lets his bias through the most.
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